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FTIR spectrometers have become readily available and
can give high quality IR spectra swiftly. The most prevalent use i s for routine spectra in organic chemistry However, these instruments have other interesting possibilities and can he used to illustrate concepts that students
rarely study in the lahoratory. We have developed a n experiment i n which IR spectra of carbon dioxide gas are
used to find the positions of IR bands of carhon dioxide due
to some rarer isotopic species, to estimate a n isotope abundance (ratio), and to find a n oscillator strength. The students also see an example of the failure of Beer's law and
how such a failure can be rectified using a n internal standard to determine the correct area of a band.
Experimental Procedure
Any standard FTIR spectrometer capable of 4 cm-' or
better resolution will serve. One necessary characteristic
is a n expansion or zoom feature, which is present on the
majority of instruments. Also indispensable is a n area
function, hut this may be replaced by the capability of saving spectra on diskettes and reading them into a spreadsheet program so that areas may be determined by numerical integration. Students should be familiar with a
spreadsheet so that finding areas and manipulating data
is well-entrenched.
Experimental data consist of a number of IR spectra of
carhon dioxide, ranging from 1.0 atm down to nearly zero
pressure. The spectra can be ohtained using any commercial 5- or 10-cm IR gas cell with sodium chloride windows.
The first spectrum ohtained is the reference (background)
using dry nitrogen gas.
Then the gas cell is flushed and filled with Cog, and a
spectrum i s obtained a t atmospheric pressure. Small
amounts of dry nitrogen gas are then added, and spectra a t

successively lower pressure of COz are obtained until several are found with none of the strong bauds saturated. A
sample spectrum a t relatively low pressure is shown in
Figures 1 and 2. In spectra with saturated bands the tops
are flat and the P and R branch division disappears.
The students are urged to minimize the introduction of
water vapor (from the air) because even small amounts
make the analysis less accurate. The total pressure (nitrogen plus carbon dioxide) of the gas in the cell is kept a t
atmospheric pressure. The temperature and barometric
pressure should also be measured. Because the spectra require rompanam and considernhle smrriny. the? need to
he ston!d. .\lost 1,'TlIt sp(!ctrumt,ttri can writ(. (I;I~:I to diskettes or to a hard disk: We provide two laboratory periods
for the entire experiment, including analysis.
Analysis
Positions and Branches
The students are first asked to study the spectra using
the expansion or zoom feature and to identify a number of
2
bands for two isotopic species of carbon dioxide: 12C160
and '3C'602. Figure 2 shows some of the hands that may be
identified. The positions of many of the IR bands of these
species (1)are given in the table. Some have only P and R
branches, whereas others have P, Q, and R branches. The
properties of IR hands and the distinguishing characteristics necessary for branches are covered in lecture hefore the experiment is attempted ( 2 , 3). Emphasis is on
positive identification, not on detecting as many bands as
possible.
The students may instead he given the positions of the
stronger bands of '2C'602. They are asked to predict the
positions of some of the stronger hands of 13C160zand then
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to find them on the spectra. The prediction is done using the well-known
inverse dependence of the band position on the square root of the reduced
mass (3, 4). We find that the oxygen
atoms may be taken together as one
mass, a n d t h e carbon atom a s t h e
other. For example, using t h e band
center of 2349 cm-' for the fundament a l a s y m m e t r i c s t r e t c h of 12C1602
gives 2283 cm-' for the hand center of
t h e same vibration for t h e species
13C1602,compared to t h e measured
value of 2284 cm-'.
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The isotopic abundance of 13C is de- Figure I. IR spectrum of carbon dioxide between 2000 and 4000 wavenumbers.
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Figure 2. IR spectrum of carbon dioxide near 670 wavenumbers
The Area of the 13C 16Oz Asymmetric
Stretch Band
IR Bands of COa between 400 and 4000 cm-'
Usually only the P branch of the 13C1602asymmetric
stretch band i s clearly visible, a s shown in Figure 1.The P
and R branches have nearly identical areas a t room tem618.033 weak
vr - v2 (differencecombination)
perature (1,2 ) . For example, a rough estimate using the
667.379 very strong v2 (fundamentalbending (doubly deg.))
trapezoid rule gives areas for the P and R branches of the
l 2 C 1 Qasymmetric stretch band in Figure 1 of 21 and 20
688.678 weak
vt + v2 - vt (differencecombination)
cm-'. In order to obtain the area of the P branch, i t is nec720.808 weak
v 1 v2
essary to subtract the tail of the P branch of the much
(differencecomb.)
stronger 12C1602asymmetric stretch band. This is accom2324148 weak
2v2 + v3 - v2
(diff. comb.)
plished by entering data covering the complete 13C1602
2336.637 weak
band and points on either side of i t into a spreadsheet. The
v2+v3-v2
(diff, comb.)
'2C'602 band then can be fitted roughly with a straight line
2349.146 very strong v3 (asymmetric stretch fundamental)
or something more accurate, for example, a MaxwellBoltzmann distribution function. Subtraction from the
3612.844 strong
vl + v3 (Fermi Lomb.)
spectrum gives the 13C'602band.
3714.781 strong
vl + v3 (Fermi comb.)
A rough sample extraction of t h e P branch using a
3723.249 weak
v1 +vz+v3-v2
straight line is shown in Figure 3. The parameters of the
(diff.comb.)
straight line or Maxwell-Boltzmam distribution functions
13cr602
m u s t usually be adjusted u n t i l t h e P branch of t h e
13C'Q2 band has the ideal shape, this judgment being left
648.484
"2 (bending fundamental)
to the students. The area of the asymmetric stretch band
2283.49
v3 (asymmetricstretch fundamental)
of 13C'602is then obtained by numerical integration, and
3527.74
vr
+v3 (Fermi comb.)
this area is doubled to obtain the total band area.
3632.92
VI + V J(Fermi comb.)
The isotope abundance (ratio) of 'W is given by
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area%I6o2 asymmetric stretch band
total area of ~ " asymmetric
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Only the strongest bands for '3C'602 are listed. Bands for this isotopic species are only about 1% as strong asthoseforthe more common "c-containing
species, and therefore the weaker bands of the '3~-containingspecies cannot
be detected in ord~naryIR spectra

Original
The 12c'602Asymmetric
0.03. Extracted: Area = 0.315 Wavenumbers
In order to correct for the saturation
of the I2Cl6O2asymmetric stretch band,
and thus obtain the area that would re8 O o 2 .sult if Beer's law were followed, we use
what is essentially a n internal standard. There are two strong bands of carh2
on dioxide ( a t 3613 a n d 3715 ern-')
-shown in Figure 1 that are not saturated i n any of the spectra. The total
area of these bands serves a s the internal standard and is used to correct the
0
area of the L2C1602
asymmetric stretch
2230
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band a t higher pressures.
Wavenumber
The total area of t h e two bands a t
3613 and 3715 em-' and also that of the Figure 3. Original and extracted P-branch of asymmetric stretch band of carbon-13 species.
12C1W2asymmetric stretch band a r e
first determined i n all the spectra. The
sum of the areas of the two hands a t
3613 a n d 3715 cm-' a r e plotted versus those of t h e
l2CI6O2asymmetric stretch hand. This plot becomes linear
where the molar absorptivity e is that in Beer's law: A =
at low pressures where Beer's law is followed. ~tis extrapo.
~ b cThe
.
equation relating the above area to the oscillator
lated back to 1.0 atmusing linear regression to getthe tor.
states n a n d is
rected area of the saturated asymmetric stretch hand for
strength between
the isotope abundance analysis. The isotope abundance of
f,, = (1.441x 10-'~mols/m2)~,,
I3C i s then calculated using the equation above, with the
corrected area in the denominator. Our students usually
where f,, is t h e unitless quantity called the oscillator
obtain a n isotope abundance on the hizh side of the known
strength.
value of 1.1%, Lut within 10 to 20% oflit.
The concentration of C 0 2 and the cell length are used to
convert the corrected area (in cm-'j to units of molar abThe Oscillator Strenoth
sorptivity. This area is then converted into the correct
The oscillator strength ( 5 , 6 )of a transition can be deteru n i t s of m2 mol-' el. We find t h a t typical oscillator
mined theoretically using quantum mechanics from transtrengths for strong carbon dioxide hands turn out to be
sition moment calculations. I t is also measurable from the
near 2 x lo4, compared to values near 1for very strong W
areas of spectroscopic bands. I t is therefore one of the diand visible electronic transitions.
rect connections between theory and experiment. We use
the asymmetric stretch band of 12C1602for an oscillator
Conclusion
strength determination. The pressure of C02 for the specThis experiment introduces students to several novel astrum used is needed for the calculation. The concentration
pects of IR spectral analysis involving both qualitative and
of C 0 2 in mol m" for the spectrum a t atmospheric presquantitative work. Scientific integrity is tested in the idensure is calculated from the measured barometric pressure
tification of weak IR hands. The experiment pushes IR inand temperature using the ideal gas equation.
struments to their limit, which is one factor that makes
Then the pressure for the spectrum used is found using
this our student's favorite experiment in physical chemisthe ratio calculation,
t-.
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The oscillator strength is proportional to the integral of
the molar absorptivity over the frequency range covered
by the band
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